
All wooden parts are realized in Abilam-
pine wood that comes from controlled

forests, according to the EN 351
standards, autoclave treated with water

repellent EXTRA-COAT and UV
protection. The figurative parts are

made in polyethylene 100% recyclable.
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Through the curiosity of shapes and colors, this playground encourages physical
activity of children. The "station" can be achieved even lower "crawling" and is
equipped with various accessories that facilitate rotating the gestures of children.
The second "station" is accessible only by those who sets up the sloping street helps
children at this crucial stage of their growth. The uprights are made of wood double
blade sections as opposed to section 90 x 90 mm with rounded corners and are
attached to land (or the indoor platform provided separately). The figurative parts are
made of polyethylene with rounded corners. The theme of the playground is inspired
by the fruit, for a better insertion in the spaces and imaginative fun, both indoors and
outdoors.
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PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

IINNCCLLUUSSIIVVEE  aaccttiivviittyy::
This inclusive playground facilitates the first movements
of small children or children with particular difficulties.
The aim is to make sure that, through curiosity for shapes
and colors, the child lifts his body and develops his sense
of balance. The rotating shapes inserted in the panel are
easily recognizable to the touch even in cases of low
vision. The inclined bar with variable height helps the
translation towards the higher module which is easily
approached also by wheelchair.

PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

Accessibilty Index 110000%%

PPLLAAYY FFOORR AALLLL is the european project of the CEN (European
Committee for Standardization) and the FEPI (Federation of the European
Play Industry) where Legnolandia is active component. The aim is to
integrate the inclusive accessibility parameters to the general safety
standards of playgrounds EN 1176.
The guidelines that emerge from this project are already being applied to
Legnolandia's production. Like this we create playgrounds that can be
used by everybody together in an inclusive way, independently from
physical and mental capacities. and wherever possible without any
necessary external help.

 

 

 

  

     


